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A finite group (G, .) is said to be sequenceable if its elements can be arranged in 
a sequence a, = e, a,, a2 ,..., a,-, in such a way that the partial products 6, = a,, 
b,=a,a,, b,=a,a,a, ,..., b,-l=aOa,a,...a,-, are all distinct (and consequently 
are the elements of G in a new order). It is said to be R-sequenceab/e if its elements 
can be ordered in such a way that the partial products b, =a,, b, ==aOa,, b,= 
aDala*, . .. . b n-2=a,a,a, “‘a,-, are all different and so that b,-, =a,a,a, ... 
a n-r = b, = e. (In the first case, the ordering a,, a, ,..., a,- I of the elements is said 
to be a sequencing of G and, in the second case, an R-sequencing of G.) It is a 
super P-group if every element of one particular coset hG’ of the derived group can 
be expressed as the product of the n elements of G in such a way that the orderings 
of the elements in these products are sequencings of G with the exception that, in 
the case that h = e, the element e of G’ must be expressed as a product of the M 
elements of G which forms an R-sequencing of G. It is proved that every non- 
Abelian group of order pq such that p has 2 as a primitive root, where p and q are 
distinct odd primes with p < q, is a super P-group. Also provided is evidence for the 
conjectures that all Abelian groups and all dihedral groups of doubly even order 
(except those of orders 4 and 8) are super P-groups. 
A finite group (G, a) is said to be sequenceable if its elements can be 
arranged in a sequence a, = e, a,, a2 ,..., a,-, in such a way that the partial 
products b, = a,, b, = uOal, b, = a,a,a, ,..., b,-, = a,a,a, ..e u,-, are all 
distinct (and consequently are the elements of G in a new order). It is said to 
be R-sequenceable (see [3]) or near sequenceabze (see [5]) if its elements can 
be ordered in such a way that the partial products b, = a,, b, = a,~,, 
b,=a,a,a, ,..., b,_,=a,a,a, ... a,-, are all different and so that the 
product b,-, =a,a,a, . . . a,_, = b, = e. In the first case, the ordering ao, 
al ,..., a,- 1 of the elements is said to be a sequencing of G and: in the second 
case, an R-sequencing of G. 
It is evident that, for any finite group G, those elements of G which are the 
products of the n elements in any order all belong to the same coset, hG’ 
say, of the derived group G’ of G. In particular, b;-, = b,-, g*, for some 
g* E G’, if b,-, and bA_, arise from different sequencings or R-sequencings. 
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These observations lead us to the “inverse” concepts of P-group and super P- 
group. 
A finite group (G, .) of order n is a P-group if every element of one 
particular coset of the derived group G’ can be expressed as the product of 
the n elements of G in some order. It is a super P-group if every element of 
one particular coset hG’ of the derived group can be expressed as the 
product of the n elements of G in such a way that the orderings of the 
elements in these products are sequencings of G with the exception that, in 
the case that h = e, the element e of G’ must be expressed as a product of the 
n elements of G which forms an R-sequencing of G. 
In 1969, Rhemtulla [9] proved that all finite soluble groups are P-groups. 
Much more recently, in 1980, D&es and Hermann [ 1 ] succeeded in proving 
that all finite groups are P-groups. The property of being a super P-group is 
considerably less universal, though it seems possible that all Abelian groups 
have the property. In this article we observe 
THEOREM 1. For Abelian groups, the concepts of being a super P-group 
and of being sequenceable or R-sequenceable are the same. 
We also prove 
THEOREM 2. A nondbelian group of order pq, where p and q are 
distinct primes with p < q and p is a prime which has 2 as a primitive root, is 
a super P-group. 
We conjecture that, for n > 3, the dihedral groups Dzn of doubly even 
order (= 4n) are super P-groups. It seems likely, however, that this will not 
be easy to prove. 
Proof of Theorem 1. The derived group of any Abelian group consists of 
the identity element alone. By a theorem due to Paige [8], the product of all 
the elements of a finite Abelian group (in any order) is equal to the identity 
unless the group has a unique element of order two. In the latter case, the 
product is equal to the unique element of order two. Evidently, therefore, in 
the former case, the group is a super P-group if and only if it is R- 
sequenceable and, in the latter case, it is a super P-group if and only if it is 
sequenceable. 
COROLLARY. AllJnite cyclic groups are super P-groups. 
The corollary follows from the facts that every finite cyclic group of even 
order is sequenceable (see [2] or [4]) and that every finite cyclic group of 
odd order is R-sequenceable (see [3] or [7]). 
It also follows from known results that (among others) the following types 
of Abelian group are super P-groups: 
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(i) Abelian groups whose Sylow 2-subgroup is cyclic; 
(ii) Abelian groups whose Sylow 2-subgroup is of various other 
specified kinds; 
(iii) Abelian groups of odd order whose Sylow 3-subgroup is cyclic; 
(iv) Abelian groups of orders which are relatively prime to 6; 
(v) Abelian groups of type G = C, x Cdk, where C, = gp{a: ah = e} 
for k> 1; 
(vi) elementary Abelian p-groups. 
Groups of type (i) are sequenceable (as proved in [4]). Groups of types 
(iiF are R-sequenceable (see [3]) except for C,= {a: a2 =e) which is 
sequenceable. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let the given non-Abelian group of order pq be 
generated by two elements a, b such that a4 = e, bP = e, and ah = has, where 
sp z 1 mod q and e is the identity element of G. Then, (b”a“)(b”a’) = 
bU+XaWXtY and G has a unique normal subgroup H = gp{a: a” = e} of order 
q which is its derived group. Since G is R-sequenceable (see [7]), the product 
of all its elements in one particular order is equal to e. Consequently, the 
product of its elements in any order is an element of H and we require to 
show that, on the other hand, every element of H except e can be written in 
the form of a product of all the elements of G which is a sequencing of G. To 
do this, we follow the method of quotient sequencings which is described 
fully in [6]. (The concept is also defined in [5, 71.) 
We note that a necessary condition for the existence of G is that 
q = 1 + 2pk for some positive integer k. We suppose that p has 2 as a 
primitive element and let 0 satisfy the congruence 2a E 1 mod p. Then o is a 
primitive element of GF[p] since ok E 1 ti 2k z 1 mod p. The natural 
homomorphism G + G/H maps G onto the cyclic group C, with elements 
1 = H, x = bH, x2 = b’H,..., xp-’ = bP-‘H. The following, then, is a quotient 
sequencing for G (as is shown in [5]): a sequence of 2pk l’s, followed by X, 
followed by a sequence of 2pk - 1 (p - I)-tuples x~-‘x~*-~x~~~~~ . . . 
X UD~2~upp--)xi~0P-2, where indices are computed modulo p, followed by a 
sequence x o-lxo~-o X 03-d ... X cd-*-d-3 1~2~4~8 . . . x2~~2xI -e-2. 
The partial products are 2pk l’s, followed by the sequence XX~X”’ . . . xopm2 
repeated 2pk- 1 times, and then the sequence xpp* . . . 
xuB-* xoP-* p-3 (rP-4 e.1 x”*x”xl. (We use the fact that ap-’ = 2.) 
Let r be a irimitive element of GF[q]. Then (compare [5]), we seek a 
sequencing of G in the form e, u’~-~~-‘, arh+Ierh,..., ar”-2-rh-3, b, bO-‘an’~“, 
b02-Ua,:2’, bOk72aa(;‘,~~~, bUP-2-OP-3aC2(,-‘, 51 -OP-*af?;~-” 0 1 OI” 
b&7acT$2’,.ae, bl-c7P-2aa~-“, bO-laa:“, bo2-Oaa:2),<,a, ,d-*-@-,C&, aa,: 
bd-’ , b OPP-) , b”“-” ,..., b”, b-‘&~:‘, where p = r h-l - rhp2 and h is an 
arbitrary integer, 0 < h < q. 
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TABLE 1 
0, 0 
0 ,J-#-I 
0, i-*+1 -P 
@-2 
Q-3 
, -pop--z + a;yp-2-o + ay)s+-a* + .,. + a~P-3)soD-2-oP-3 + ay2, + \’ E)pm’, 
,=I 
9-2 
1, -/IS + x Ej” 
r=, 
gP-* 
q-2 
, -,#-2 + a;I)soP-*-” + + a(P-3p-2-oP-3 
I + sip-*) + \’ E!P-2’ 
r, 
I 
oP-2 
4-z 
, -Wope2 t aj”sop-2-o + . . . + a~p-3)s~p-2-~~-3 + a:p-21 + \’ Ejp-2j +~ - 
!=I 
&+3 ( -/&+3 + ajl)soP-3-~ + .,. + a~P-4)soP-3-oP-4 
L 
+ ay3) 
Table continued 
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TABLE I (continued) 
We make use of the facts that op-“= 2’-‘, that 1 - aPP2 = -1, and, 
generally, that up-’ - oP--rP1 = -c$-“, where. 2~ s 1 mod p. 
This sequencing gives rise to the partial products which are listed in 
Table I. (For ease of printing, we have represented the element bUaW by the 
ordered pair u, w  in Table I). The expressions denoted by EY) (for 
i = 1, 2,..., q - 2 and j = 0, l,..., p - 2) in Table I are as given below. We 
equate these expressions to expressions in a primitive element t of G&‘[qj 
exactly as in 151. We also make the definitions CY~:~ = tcry) for 
i = 1, 2,..., q - 2 and j = 1,2 ,..., p - 1. Let 
qv = ajl)sI-” + (psl-o~ + aj3)s1-u3 + ... + a;P-2)s1-oP-~ + ajP-” 
= (ti - t/-l) ti- 1, 
@I’ = a~aso-~’ + a(3)s(7-u~ + a!4)so-u4 + ... + a!P- l)su- I + a!” 
I 1 I I , 1+1 
= t*l(t[ - t/-I) ti-1, 
jp’ = &)&03 + a(4)Su~-a4 + a(s)so*-o5 + ... + a!l’ y+o 
I I I 1 it1 + a::‘, 
= pq+ _ t’- 1) p 1, 
E(“-2’ = a(P-I)sup-*-l 
I i 
+ a~:)Isop-*-o + a(2’ sop-~-o2 + ... 
It1 
+ a~P-3pP--2-crP--3 
It1 
+ a!“,;‘) = tUo-z(tt _ +-1) ti-1. 
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From these equalities, we obtain 
Ei” - E’,o’f- = ($l -(-q = ([“I - y’>@ - p’), 
E(2) _ E(1)Su2-u = ($2) _ a’Z’ - 
1 1 2 1 
_ (p2 - fyy(f’ - t’-‘), 
@-2’ _ E~-3)Su~-2-oP-3 = 4~-2) _ @-2) 
= (p-2 - f U,-3Su-uP-J)(t/ _ t/w 11, 
[E(O) -EIp--2)++ = ta’,P-l’ _ a~-l’ 
1 
= (t - p,4S’-~~-~)(tl _ t’-l). 
4”-2’ = pl(pm2 _ tUpp,SaP-2-oP-7, 
(y = t/-l(t- tup--ZSl-oP~2)~ 
It is easy to check, using Table I, that with these choices for the 
expressions E!k’ and the indices ok” in terms of the primitive element t of 
GF[q], all the’partial products of the form P’a@’ are different including the 
last one which occurs, provided that ,U = t’~~~(--f’-~). (This has been 
illustrated in detail in [5].) 
Finally, it is easy to see that the partial products which are powers of a 
alone are all different, provided that the last such product is equal to a - “I ‘. 
This requires that rhe2 - rhP1 + a~~;‘)(1 -s-l) +,LLs-~ = -rhpl modulo q 
from Table I. Since p = rhel - rhP2 from Table I, we also must have 
r h-l - ,J-2 = PP-‘(-~‘~ ‘); that is, rhp2 = -t”p 2 “-‘/(r - 1). Therefore, we 
require that 
4Jpm2+l-yr _ 1)-l + pyt _ f4--2puP-2)(] _ s-‘) _ pP2+l~2S-2 = 0. 
Hence, Pp-Z[(r - 1))’ + ~‘(1 -s-l) + se21 = t(1 -SC’), and so P-z-’ = 
(s - l)(r - l)/(r + s - 1). 
Since h is an arbitrary integer in the range 0 < h < q and r is a primitive 
root of GF[q], h can be chosen so that the last partial product is any 
assigned power of a. 
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TABLE II 
Sequencings and R-Sequencing of the Non-Abelian Group of Order 21 
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e 
a5 e 
a5 
a 
a3 a6 
a2 a2 
a6 a4 
a3 
b 
ba4 
ba6 
b’a’ 
bZa2 
ba’ 
bad 
b2a2 
b2a6 
ba5 
ba 
b2a6 
b2a4 
ba 
ba’ 
b2a4 
b2as 
ba’ 
ba3 
b2a” 
b2a 
ba’ 
ba2 
a’ 
b’a’ 
b2 b2 
b2a 
b 
a 
e 
a’ e 
a’ 
a3 
a’ 
a6 
a’ 
a4 
a’ a 
a6 
b 
ba’ 
ba 
b2a6 
b2a4 
ba3 
ba 
b2a4 
b2a5 
ba2 
ba3 
b2a5 
b’a 
ba6 
ba’ 
b’a 
b2a3 
bad 
ba6 
b2a3 
b2a2 
ba4 
ba’ 
b2a6 
a 
b2 
b= 
b2a2 
b 
a* 
e 
e 
a 
a3 a 
a2 
a’ 
a6 
a6 
a4 
us 
a2 
b 
ba’ 
ba4 
b2a2 
b2ab 
ba’ 
ba 
b2a6 
b2a4 
ba’ 
ba 
b2a4 
b2ai 
ba’ 
ba3 
b2a5 
b2a 
ba6 
ba2 
b’a 
b2a3 
ba’ 
ba6 
a5 
b2a2 
b2 
b2 
b’a’ 
b 
a’ 
e 
a6 e 
a4 
a6 
a3 
a5 
a 
a 
a3 
a2 
as 
b 
ba2 
ba’ 
b2a5 
b2a 
bab ba2 
b’a 
b2a3 
ba” 
ba’ 
b2a3 
b2a2 
ba” 
ba” 
b2a2 
b2ab 
ba’ 
ba 
b’a’ 
b2a4 
ba3 
ba 
a2 
b2a5 
6’ 
b2 
bZaJ 
b 
a4 
e 
a4 e 
as 1: 
a 
a’ 
a’ 
a’ 
a6 , 
b a 
ba6 ba2 
b2a b’a3 
bad 
ba6 
b2a3 
b2a2 
ba” 
ba’ 
b’a’ 
b2a6 
ba’ 
ba 
b2ab 
b2a4 
ba3 
ba 
b’a’ 
b2a5 
ba2 
ba’ 
a6 
b2a 
b2 
b2 
b2aS 
b 
a5 
e 
a’ 
e 
a6 
ff2 
a4 a 
a5 
a’ 
a3 
a 
a’i 
b 
ba’ 
ba 
b2a4 b’a” 
ba2 
ba3 
b’a’ 
b2a 
ba6 ba2 
b2a 
b’a’ 
b2a’ :z 
ba” 
ba’ 
ba” 
b2a2 Pa6 
ba ba’ 
a3 
b’a” 
b’ b’ 
b’a’ 
b 
a6 
e 
a’ e 
a’ 
a2 
a6 a’ 
a4 
a4 
a’ 
a 
a6 
b 
ba2 ba’ 
b’a 
b’a’ 
b 
ba’ 
b’a’ 
b’a’ 
bah 
ba’ 
b2a2 b’a’ 
bai ba2 
bLah @a” 
ba 
ba 
b’a” 
b2a’ 
ba’ 
ba2 
b’ 
a 
b2 @a 
b2G5 baa 
e 
We conclude that a sequencing of G such that the last partial product is 
equal to any assigned power of a can be obtained by the following 
procedure: 
First, choose one of the roots s of the congruence sp 3 1 mod q and also a 
primitive element r of GF[q] such that r + s - 1 # Omod 4 (because we 
require t*p-2-l # 0). Then, choose a primitive element t of GF[q j and 
integers u,, u2 ,..., uP--z such that, modulo q, t”’ f so-l, t”2-“l # sozPo* 
tU’-UZ# f-u*,..., tUR-2-%3 f f+-@, [UP-2-l = (S _ I)@. - 1)/Q. + s _ 1) 
# s (since we require .:j) # 0 for j = 1, 2,..., p - 1). Compute the indices .jj’ 
for i = 1, 2,..., q - 1 and j = 1, 2,..., p - 1. Choose h so that u-‘~-’ is the 
required power of a. Finally, choose 1 so that rh-‘(r - 1) = t'-'(-Pp-2-'). 
This completes the proof that a non-Abelian group G of order pq, where 
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p < q and p is a prime which has 2 as a primitive element, is a super P- 
group. 
Here and in Table II, we illustrate the proof by showing explicitly that the 
non-Abelian group of order 21 is a super P-group. As regards evidence for 
the conjecture that dihedral groups of doubly even order (other than 
D, z C, x C, and D.,) are super P-groups, it is known that all such groups 
are R-sequenceable (see [7]) and it seems very likely that they are also 
sequenceable. Certainly this is true for D, and D, of orders 12 and 16, 
respectively. (See [2].) For dihedral groups of doubly even order and only 
these, the product of all the elements is always an element of the derived 
group. 
DEMONSTRATION THAT THE NON-ABELIAN GROUP 
OF ORDER 21 Is A SUPERP-GROUP 
Let G= gp{a, b: a’ = b3 = e, ab = ba2}. This implies that p = 3, q = 7, 
and s = 2, where sp E 1 mod q. Also, ab2 = b2a4. Both r and t are to be 
primitive elements of GF [7]. We may choose Y = t = 3. Since 2a = 1 mod 3, 
(5 = 2. 
For a sequencing of G, tUL- ’ = (s - l)(r - l)/(r + s - 1) = 2/4 = 4 mod 7. 
We note that s has been chosen so that tU’- ’ # s. (Observe that u,-, = U, 
here, since p = 3.) Also, r + s - 1 f 0 mod 7. Then 
a\‘) = t’-‘(p1 -s) = t’-‘(12 - 2) = 3p’, 
a’,2’ = t’-‘(t - tU’S2) = t’-‘(3 - 12.4) = 4t’-‘. 
Also 3 rh-’ - rh-2 = tUlpl(-t’-l). That is, t’-’ = +-I)(1 - (l/r)) = 
$ x $(-$- ) since r = 3. Hence, t’-’ = (-1)(-rh-‘) mod 7. 
We observe, therefore, that the value of t’-’ is determined by the 
value of -#-’ and then a\” = 3t”, (x(2) _ 4+ 1 
r x tUl-‘(-t’-‘) = 2t’-‘. These values determine the’ 
,.” -,-h-I = 
sequencing. 
Sequencings which give the nonidentity elements a, a’, a3, a4, a’, and ah of 
the derived group of G are given in Table II. The last column of Table II 
provides an R-sequencing of G. For this, tUL-’ = -1 (as shown in [7]) and 
hence ~11~) = tl-‘(tul - s) = (‘-I(-3 - 2) = 2t’-‘, ~(1~) = t’-‘(t - t”‘ls2) = 
P’(i + 3.4) = t’-‘, rhpl _ #-2 =r +‘. We have chosen t’-’ = 1. Thus, 
Table II shows that each of the seven elements of the derived group of G can 
be represented as the product of the elements of a sequencing (or R- 
sequencing) of G and so G is a super P-group. 
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